
PAST
World's Most Popular 

Wearable Recoil Protection
The PAST product line is based on a patented foam material that dramatically reduces the felt recoil of rifles, shotguns, and hand-
guns. This foam pad absorbs and spreads the recoil impulse, significantly reducing the recoil felt by the shooter. Other styles of
recoil protection tend to bounce into your shoulder, which can create an unstable feeling while offering inadequate protection.
The PAST recoil protection system allows a shooter to concentrate on hitting the target instead of fearing the punishment of
recoil. Concentration helps to create good shooting habits, and more importantly, prevents developing bad ones.
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Felt Recoil from a 7mm Remington Magnum 
7-1/2 pound gun, 175 Grain Bullet

Experience a dramatic reduction in felt recoil.
PAST has the right style of shield to fit your shooting needs.

Reduces 
Felt Recoil by

up to 85%!



PAST

Mag Plus Shield™
The PAST Mag Plus Shield is
designed to provide the same
unparalleled recoil protection as the
original Mag Shield but features a
larger surface area. The heart-
shaped design expands the recoil
absorption area, extending protec-
tion to the upper arm. This quality
is especially valuable in those cases
when the rifle or shotgun is not
shouldered perfectly. The
size and shape of the Mag
Plus Shield creates the per-
fect combination of function and
comfort. This time-tested design has become a
favorite for shooters around the world. The shield's 1/2" thick ener-
gy-absorbing pad provides excellent protection for calibers up to
300 Winchester Magnum. Weighs 6 ounces. Ambidextrous.

Product # .........................310-010...........MSRP $33.98
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Mag Shield™

The PAST original Mag Shield
is designed to provide unpar-
alleled recoil protection
while sighting in your rifle,
benchrest shooting, or
participating in many
other shooting
activities.The size
and shape of the
Mag Shield creates
the perfect combina-
tion of function and com-
fort. It can be worn on the
left or right shoulder and attach-
es with an easily adjustable side closure for a secure fit. The leather
on the front secures the gun in place, while the leather on the back
of the shield provides a comfortable feel and prevents the shield
from sliding around on your shoulder. The shield's 1/2" thick, energy-
absorbing pad provides excellent protection for calibers up to 300
Winchester Magnum. Weighs 4 ounces. Ambidextrous.

Product # .........................300-010...........MSRP $27.98



PAST

Super Mag Plus
Shield™

The PAST Super Mag Plus
Shield is designed to tame the
real thumpers like the 416
Rigby and the 500 Nitro
Express.This shield is 1" thick
and provides the highest pro-
tection level of any PAST
Shield. With the maximum
amount of energy-absorbing
protection, the Super Mag
Plus Shield makes shooting
even the biggest calibers
tolerable.The heart
shaped design provides superi-
or protection for the shoulder and the
upper arm. Weighs 10 ounces. Ambidextrous.

Product # .........................330-110...........MSRP $39.98

Field Shield™

Created with the field shooter in
mind. The lightweight, patented
foam recoil system is designed for
quick and easy gun mounting in
the field, and provides valuable
protection from recoil. It is
ambidextrous and attach-
es with an easily
adjustable hook
and loop closure
for a secure fit.
Front and back
leather faces secures the
gun comfortably in place, eliminating any sliding. The shield's 1/4"
thick energy-absorbing pad provides excellent protection for all
shotguns. Weighs 4 ounces. Ambidextrous.

Product # .........................350-010...........MSRP $27.98
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Empties Bag and Shooter's Pouch

Two great items for the shotgunner at the range when a vest is "too much."  We
wear these during the hot summer sporting clays leagues. The Empties Bag holds
100+ empty 12 gauge shells. It can be slipped onto any belt, including the
Shooter's Pouch or fastened to a D-Ring on your vest. Spring closure stays open
or closed. Black mesh, trimmed in cotton duck canvas to match the Shooter's
Pouch. The two pockets of the Shooter's Pouch each hold two boxes of shells, or
one can be used for empties. Heavy 10 ounce cotton duck and a 2" adjustable
heavy weight belt for years of dependable service. Available in Black or Dark
Green

Description ...........................................................................Black #.........................Dark Green # ........................MSRP
Empties Bag........................................................................................................................800-020................................................800-040...............................................$15.18
Shooter's Pouch ..............................................................................................................801-020................................................801-040...............................................$22.98
Shooter's Pouch and Empties Bag Combo.....................................................659-922 ..............................................102-635...............................................$35.64

Professional Handgun Gloves

PAST Professional Handgun Gloves were designed by profession-
al shooters for shooters at all levels. The gun-hand glove has the
same foam recoil system as our recoil shields to provide control,
and give recoil protection to the palm and thumb web area. The
offhand glove is made of quality leather with no padding.
Available for both right and left-handed shooters.

Sizes Small-Extra Large

Size ..............................Measurements .............Right Hand #...............Left Hand #
MSRP                                                                      $31.98........................$31.98
Small ........................................................................7-7.5” ....................................151-111....................................151-121
Medium..................................................................8-8.5” ....................................151-113....................................151-123
Large........................................................................9-9.5” ....................................151-114....................................151-124
Extra-Large ....................................................10-10.5” ....................................151-115....................................151-125

How To Measure
To determine glove size, use a
measuring tape and measure
your hand around the palm at
knuckles with hand flat. Do not
include your thumb.

Hidden Comfort Recoil Shield for Women™

The PAST Hidden Comfort Recoil Shield for Women™ is designed to give the woman shooter a customized,
competitive edge. Worn under clothing, this patented recoil protection has a comfortable cotton blend cover that
easily attaches to a bra strap without removing blouse or shirt, and stays in place with its hook and loop closure
system. The result is an unseen protective layer of the PAST recoil absorbing foam for the woman shooter.
Weighs only 2 ounces. Ambidextrous.

Product #........................................................................360-000 ......................MSRP $17.98


